Great machines built for great minds.

OrangeTech is proud to partner with the Oklahoma State University College of Engineering, Architecture & Technology to offer the following strategically selected and specially equipped laptops at educational discounts especially for engineers. All prices include a four-year OrangeTech service plan, including protection against accidental damage. These laptops will be available for you to order and/or pick up this summer during New Student Orientation. Plus, be sure to ask about available financing options or how your student can use their financial aid to pay for their technology purchase. Contact OrangeTech for more information.

**DELL Precision 15 3510 XCTO**
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN
PROCESSOR // Intel® Core™ i5-6300HQ (Quad Core 2.30GHz, 3.20GHz Turbo, 6MB, w/Intel HD Graphics)
OPERATING SYSTEM // Windows 10
MEMORY // 8GB 2133MHz DDR4
HARD DRIVE // 500GB SATA 7200 rpm HD
GRAPHICS // AMD FirePro WS130M w/2GB GDDR5
DISPLAY // 15.6" HD (1366x768) WLED Backlight

$1,041.51
Regular Retail Price $1,316.99

**DELL Precision 15 7510 XCTO**
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN
PROCESSOR // Intel® Core™ i5-6300HQ (Quad Core 2.30GHz, 3.20GHz Turbo, 6MB, w/Intel HD Graphics 530)
OPERATING SYSTEM // Windows 10
MEMORY // 8GB 2133MHz DDR4
HARD DRIVE // 500GB SATA 7200 rpm HD
GRAPHICS // ISV Certified Nvidia Quadro M2000M w/4GB GDDR5
DISPLAY // 15.6" FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit

$1,499.99
Regular Retail Price $1,677.99

**DELL Precision 15 7510 XCTO**
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN
PROCESSOR // Intel® Core™ i7-6820HQ (Quad Core 2.70GHz, 3.60GHz Turbo, 8MB, w/Intel HD Graphics 530)
OPERATING SYSTEM // Windows 10
MEMORY // 16GB 2133MHz DDR4
HARD DRIVE // 512GB SATA Solid State Drive
GRAPHICS // ISV Certified Nvidia Quadro M2000M w/4GB GDDR5
DISPLAY // 15.6" FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit

$2,375.00
Regular Retail Price $2,414.99

**Microsoft Surface Book with Performance Base**
WITH 4-YEAR ORANGETECH SERVICE PLAN
PROCESSOR // 6th Gen Intel Core i7
OPERATING SYSTEM // Windows 10 Pro
MEMORY // 16GB RAM
HARD DRIVE // 512GB SSD
GRAPHICS // NVIDIA GeForce GTX 965M w/2GB GDDR5
DISPLAY // 13.5" (3000x2000) PixelSense Display Touchscreen

$2,799.99
Regular Retail Price $3,078.99

**This device not approved for ARCH and ARCE majors.**

Offered in partnership with the OSU College of Engineering, Architecture & Technology